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NATIONAL ADVISORY CO~M ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVAN CE CONF IDE NTIAL REPORT 
I NVE STI GAT I ON OF iLOW I N AN AXIALLY SYMMETRICAL 
HEATED J ET OF AIR 
By Stanley Corrsin 
SUIvIMJ,.R Y 
The first phase ~f this 1nvestiga tion was c orice r ned 
primarily with the determination of a su it able aerody -
nam ic setup. When the final flo w a rr angement was achieved , 
atte ntion was turn ed to the measu rin g equipment . 
Tn ord e r to permit a thoroa~h inv e stigation of the 
mechan1sm of the spre~d of free turbulence. a new four-
wire, two-amp li f1e r hot-wire set was cO ~ 3tructed . Aut o-
matically recording mean velocity and temperature ins t ru-
monts a ls o 'ere made and were used jn the initial stage of 
the research in ~hc fjnal jet setup . The prel i minary runs 
c ons is ted of measurements of mean v elocity and temperature 
distributions a~on g diametdrs of sovaral sections normal 
to tho ax is of tho heated a~r jet i~suin g f rom a convergent -
straight nozzle with a mouth diameter of 3 inches. The 
s e ctions ran ge d from t : e nozz l e mouth to an axial distance 
of 12 diameters. or 36 inches. Prel i mina r y measurements 
also were made o' the a ~ ial conponent of turbulence in 
the c enter region of each cr os s section. 
The preliminar y r esults displayed serious asymmetr y 
at rel atively lo w ax i al d i stances. Since the effect ap-
peared to ~e due to externq l disturbances , the change t o 
a smaller jet size was indi c Rted to pe r mit measurements 
at g re ate r aXial distances. All the final measurements 
~ ere car ri ed out by the author i n the jet iS Bu ing from a 
nozz l e 1 i nch in mou th d i ameter . 
In this l-~~ch heated jet, late r al d ia met ric al 
traverse~ of ~aa~ velocity , tempe r atu r e , and the aYial 
C 0 1:q; 0 n e n t 0 f t be" 1..1. r b u 1 en c eve r e run a t s eve r a 1 s tat i on s 
bet veen the end ) f the po tential cone and an axial dis~ 
tance of 40 dia~ ~ 8rs from the mouth . At an axial 
distanc e of 20 i L~mcters , measurements a ls o were mad~ of 
the r ad i al c omp010nt of the turbulence, of t e correla-
t ion b e t 'v' e e n a x i a 1 a nd r a d i ale 0 m po n en t s 0 f t 1.1 r b 11 1 en c e 
at th~ same. point, and of, the correlati on between the axial 
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turbulent velocities at equal-speed points on opposite 
sides of the jet axi s . 
Oscillograms were taken of the axial velocity fluc -
tuations at several points along the jet radius at 20 
diameters . These oscillograms to gether with the correla-
tion measurements indicate that co mpl etely turbulent flow 
exists only in the center region of the jet, forming a 
turbulent core. It is found that the flow in the ex -
tremely low v elocity regi on at the edge is apparently 
laminar, corresponding to a sort of laminar collar; while 
between these is an annular "transition" re g ion where the 
flow fluctuates between the laminar and the turbulent 
states . 
The temperature was found to s pre ad more rap idly 
than the velocity, as has been recorded in all previously 
published r e sults. 
The diametrical distributions of mean v e locity 'a rid ' 
tem~erature are comp ared with the results of three t~eo ­
ries for fully dev a lopei turbulent flow in a free he ated 
jet with consta nt density and viscosity. It is found 
that. in each case, either th e velocit y or t he temperature 
dist~ibution (depending upon the sc al e of abscissas) ' can 
be made to give a fairly good check beteen theory ~nd ex-
periment in the tu r bulent jet core, but never both veloc -
ity and temperature simultaneousl y . 
An oscillogram also was taken of th e re gul ar flu c-
tuat ions exist i ng in the region of th e jet before the end 
of the potent ial qone. This type of fluctu a tion fas first 
obse rved in the 3 -i nch jet by Mr. Thiele in 194 0 . 
INTRODUCTION 
The wo r k do n e under this contract falls essentially 
into two parts: The first part was the design and c on -
struction of th~ equipment and th e running of p reliminary 
te sts ~n the 3-inch jet, c a rri ed out by Mr. Ca rl Thiele 
in 1940; the second part, ' consisting of the measurements 
in the I -inch jet 'and the prepa r at ion of this final re-
port , was carried out by the author. 
For a comp l ete investigation of the general c ha rac-
te ristics of a turbulent flow , so me father co mp licated 
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measurem ents are necessary, Because of this and because 
of the increasing difficulty in obtaining ele~tri6il 
Sl pplies" it was decided in 1941 that any new eq-:'1i"pm en't ' 
neede'd in the f ,u rther investigation of the gen'eral fUT"": 
bulenci problem ~hould be constructed immediately, , 
Accordingly, a .vel'Y conplete hot-wjre set \7a8 desi-g'ne'/i 
an d built in the fall of 1941, and was first annlie'd: 'in '. 
, ' , 
thie research ~roject. ·t' • 
In an approach to the general problem o~ fre~ tur~ 
bul~n~e, an , illvest~gation of the flow in a free jet l~ 
of .. p a r ,t i ,c U 1 B. r i 11 '(, C r .. e s t., ,U P tot 11 e pre $ e n t ti me , it' h a ~' 
be'en as.sumed th::'H ,the flow' in the fret.> jet issuingfr'om 
a circuiar orifice into a s~ption?ry medium of the sa~~ : 
dan"s'ity :and visc;o;]it:.y r c,ac''lez a fl',1Jy ci.eveloned cond'itio'h 
a tab 0 U t 8 u r' 1 C 0 i a 11. e tor s f~' 0 m t L 8 0 T i f ice - t hat 'i s . 
fuli~ de~elo~cd In the sense of q~taining a configur~iioh 
which is m31ntHincd with similar it y dorynstrealli . In ~h : 
a:r.:ially SY . .1me>tIical jet it has been' found that' theflpot-en::" 
tia1 con,e,li' in w111ch the ,veJ.ocity is equa l to that at the 
nozzle mout~, has its apex about ~i diameters tro~ th~ 
mouth , but t:.hat ~~o flnal (d im ensionless) velocity pro-
file " i~ not reached until the distance of 8 or 10 diam-
eters previou sly Ment ioned. 
R:lq.en ,(reference ,I) ,and Kuethe (reference 2 ) have 
both ~made,measurements in -jet s ~ith axial symmetry. 
Ruden ueasured velocity and temperature distribrttion s 
out to an axial dista' CB of about ' 15 diRmeters in a' 
heated ,j et; while Kuethe measured detailed velocity - dis~ 
tr ibu ti~ns and made so~ e turbulence meaEu~ements out ,to 
9 diameters 1n an 1nheated jet. Both investigators 
found that slmi11rity of velocity profiles ryas reached 
before 10 dia~eters, which ledd to the g~neral belief 
that co~p le te mechanic31 similarity in a jet was re~ched 
there. It was thought, however, t·hat ,the turbulence dis-
tribution in a radial direction nignt , serve 'as 'a ri' indica-
tion of a fully developed state, Furt.h-ermore, it was _' , 
felt t:"at the li rnt of J5 diameter:,), '/hieh ap-ceared to 
be the greatest axial di tance included in any previously 
publis~ed rODu1t~: might be i nsufficient to give B com-' 
prehensive picture of the nature of the flow. The in~es~ 
tigation program, therefore, was set up to i ncludn cb~nlete 
measurement of at least the axial component of turbulence 
and sectional tr~ve rses out as far as 40 diameters ' from 
the nozzle mouth . 
All turbulent-jet analy ses published up to the present 
J 
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time are based upon the fundamental assumption that the 
flow is completely turbulent atross the entire width of 
the jet. The t wo turbulent jet theories most widely ac-
eepted at the present time are Prandtl's momentum trans-
fer theory (reference 3), and the modified vortic it y 
transfer theory , of G . 1. Taylor (reference 4), In this 
report there al s o are included the results of a third 
method of attack on the general turbulenee problem. pre-
sented by P. Y. Chou (reference 5). The particular 
applicati on of this theory to a jet has been made by C. C. 
Lino currently at the GALCIT. This ap~roBeh is equivalent 
to the assumptions ~uggested by T. von K~rm~~ (reference 6) 
The application of the momentum tran~fer assumpi1on~ to 
this problem was carried out by W. Tollmien (reforence 7). 
the calculation of the modified vorticity transf~~ prin-
ciple applied to a j et WaS made by Tomotika <reference S). 
and the results of the two theories were summarized by 
L. Howarth (reference 9). Also. the problem of tu.e 
velocity d!stributi on in the annular region around the 
potential cone of a n axially sym me tric a l jet ha9 ~een 
solved on the basis of the momentum transfer assu~ptions 
by A. M. Kuethe. Shortage of time has precluded the com-
parison of the 3-inch jet measurements with Kuethe's 
solution . 
A comparison of the distributions of mean vel~city 
and temperature in a free jet the initial temperature of 
which is slightly different from that of the receiving 
medium presents an excellent opportunity for comparison 
of the rate~ of diffusion of the two quantities, momentum 
and heat, without introducing the complexity of vari a ble 
~iscosity and density. 
This investigation. conducted at the California 
Institute of Technology. was sponsored bYt and conducted 
with financial assistance from " the National Adv1so~y 
Committee for Aeronautics. The work Was carried out 
under the general supervision of Dr. T. von Karman and 
Dr. C. B. Millikan, whose interest and advice are 
gratefully acknowledged. Particular thanks are due to 
Mr. Carl Thiele fOT his splendid job of designing and 
constructing the equipment and getting the research under 
way and to Dr. Hans Liepmann for his invaluable counsel 
and advice throughout the research. TheoreticBl discus-
sions on many occasions with Mr. C . C. Lin were also of 
great assistance. 
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d dia meter of nozzle mouth 
x axial distance from mouth 
r radial distance from jet axis 
U axial component of mean velocity,· 
- ) 
.'\ 
-V radial component of mean velocity 
vr tangential (rotational) component of mean velocity 
=70;;-:-;;; 
U m = m C'. x i m urn val 11 e 0 f U a t a sec t ion (i, e. ,on the a xis) 
U o maximum value of U in the jet (in potential cone) 
the value r at any section for ~hich 
u axial component of instantaneous vel ocit y fluctuation 
v radial component of instantaneous velocity fluctuation 
~ tangential component of instantaneous velocity 
u' =W 
v' =p 
'.7' = -):2 
u l 
U 
VI 
U 
fluctuation 
WI turbulence levels 
U 
P pressure 
p air density 
*Mean value s of ve locity and temperature referred to 
in symb ols a re time means. 
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~ air viscosity coefficient 
v E air kinematic viscosity 
p 
T 
T 
'1' 
o 
shear 
mean tempera ture, measured abo ve room temperature 
maximum value of mean temperature at a section 
(i. e., un t:ne axis) .-
maximun value of mean tempera ture in the jet (at the 
mouth) 
t inst an taneous temperature fluctuation 
t I =) t 2 
~ " mixing length'! in momentum transfer theor;)T 
A "micro-scp..le" of tu r bule nce 
.AJ3 correlation beh/een any t·.vo f luctuat ing quantities, 
A and E 
correlRtion co eff icient 
correlation coeffic ient 
total kinetic energy crossing a section of th~ jet 
in unit time 
kinetic ener gy of mean flow crossing section in 
unit time 
EI turbulent kinetic ener gy crossing section ~n unit 
time 
r 
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I. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS ON A JET 3 INCHES IN DIAMETER 
EQUIPMENT AND TEST! NG PROCEDURE 
Aerodynamic Setup 
Figure I is a schematic Qiagram of the wind-tunnel 
and installed jet unite. The four-blade steel propeller 
is driven by a three-phase induction motor rated at 15 
horsepower and run from a variable frequency generator. 
In all this work. the unit was run at only a small frac-
tion of rated power. 
The 6~-foot square "pressure box" was adapted from 
the former GALCIT calibration tunnel. The air is heated 
by means of 16 Calrod heating units mounted in the primary 
contraction (fig. 2), and there are two screens mounted 
between the heaters and the final jet contraction, whi ch 
was a SDun aluminum cDnvergent nozzle. In an effort to 
obtain a uniform temperature distribution across the mouth 
of the nozzle, part of the heated air was ducted along the 
outside of the large circular pipe leadi ng to the nozzle. 
so that this pipe and the beginning of the nozzl e contrac-
tion were immersed in heated air. That this scheme was 
not completely successful can be seen from the temperature 
distribution meR sured at the mouth . It did represent. 
however, a distinct improverr ent over the ooden noz zle 
first tried. Possi bly this inaccuracy in one of the tem-
perature boundary conditions had an effect upon the tem-
perature profiles i n th e regi o n of the jet upstream from 
the end of the potential cone, as will be discussed later. 
All tests on the 3-inch jet were run at a mouth ve-
locity of 20.5 mete rs ~er s econd a nd a maxi mum temperature 
differeEce of about 13° C. 
The platinum hot wires us ed to measure u' were 
etched Wollaston, 0.00025 inch in diameter and approxi-
mately 2 mi llime ters in length. Mean velocity,was meas-
ured ~ith a small total head tub e, and temperature was 
measured with a small copper-constantan thermocouple. 
The amplifi ~ r output for turbulence readi ngs was 
put through a ther mo couple into a critically Qamped wall 
galvanometer with a 3-second period and a full scale de-
f lection of approximately 20 centimeters. 
--~---- -
_J 
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Both mean speed and temperature were photographically 
recorded by means of an automatic-traversing arrangement. 
The total-head pressure li ne was run into a small copper 
bell ows which tilted a mirror, thereby deflecting a narrow 
light beam upon a uniformly llioving sheet of sensitized 
pap er. 
Tbe recordi ng of temuereture on the sensitized paper 
utilized directl y the lignt beam reflected from the mtrror 
of the ~all galvanometer . 
The traversing ~as accomplished by means of a screw-
driven carriage runn in~ horizont a lly along a steel t~ack. 
The screw was rotated by a revers ib le electric motor -nd, 
during the photographjcally recn·;'e d runs! the sensi~ized 
pape r uas mochanically con~ected to the hot - wire carriage 
so that the abs c issas of the recor~ed curves would be ex-
a ctly equal to the true lateral distances. Figu~es 4 and 
5 show an over-all view of the traversing unit and a close-
up of the carriage and motor. Photographs are of the l-
inch jet in stall ation,whi ch was identical with that for the 
3-inch jet unit, except for the wall in the plane of the 
nozzle mouth in these pictures . 
Measuring Equipment and Proceduro 
This new hot-wire set (photographed in fig. 6) con-
sists of the follo~ing elements: 
1 . Four hot-wire heating ci rcuits and potentiometer 
2 • 0 neb rid b e c i r cui t \,1 h i c h can be use d \7 i t h any 0 f 
the four heating circuits 
3. Two compensated amplifiers with very nearly the 
same phas e shift and gain characteristics 
4. One amplifier in which the outputs of the other 
two P.L11' 1 i fie r s can be add e d 
With this inst rument the following flow properties 
can be measured " 
1 . Mean sp - ~ , U 
2. The three urincipal turbulence com~onents, 
u l Vi "~ 
Tj ' U' U 
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3 . The cor r elations at a -p oint, uv and uw 
4. The correlations between turbulent velocity c om-
ponent s at two p oints, in flows u ith ci witho~t 
a gradi ent in the me a n velocity 
The bridge circuit is so arranged th~t the hot-rrire 
IItime constant" can 08 deter mined. by supe ri mpo sing equal 
alternating-current vol tages at two f requenc ies upon the 
balanced direct-curre .t , bridge circui t. 
The gain of each amplifier i s con st an t t o with in ±3 
perce nt o~er a frequency rang e from 5 to 9000 c y cles per 
second. 
RE SULT S OF THE PRELIMI N,ll..RY MEASUREMENT S 
The meaiur~d res~lts are ~l otted in figures 8 to 16 . 
Fi gur e 8 shows tbe- d.istribi1.tio:il of mean velocit y, mean 
temperature, and turbulence along tho axis of the jet . 
The velocity is plotted both uncorrec t ed. and ap-proxima tely 
corrected for tl:e effect of tu'!'b\ l le nc (- U ; ) OT .. the total head 
tube reeo.i l1f, s. Assumirg co r,star. t s~n 1..i c 'tJTB SSUre through-
out the jet , the average pressure at the s 0~th of tube in 
a turbulent flow is : 
-------- * 
p=p(U·;. u)<3 
2 
where U iq t ~e axia l mean velocj~ y and 
stantaneous t~ Y ... til ve ',o:;ity iluc:t.',-~ ::. t i '.hl , 
:d 
'L1 ) 
since 
Uu 0; 
u is 1.1':e 
T~'!eI<~ f o~6 , 
:n-
and t he dynamic ~~e ssure corresponding to the mean ve-
l oc i tJ' is 
P <3 U = 
2 
p 
*Je g lecting tha eff e ct of lat e ral fluctuat i ons. 
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Figures 9 to 16 give the measured mean velocit y and 
temperature distributions across sections normal to t h e 
jet axis, All of these veJocity and tem~ erature distr i -
hutiorts ~ere continuously recorded uh oto graphicall y , and 
the plotted rGsu lts are curves fa ir e d through the ~ho t o­
g raphic data. Since this contin ous recordi ng method 
tends to give inEtantaneou s fl u c t ua t ions i n the quant ity 
being measured (unless considerao le uverdamping is em-
ployed), the sca t ter of the photographic curves is appre-
ciably greater than t1~at of point-by-point measurements 
\7hich involve a process of mental time-a veragillg in the 
recording of the observed data . 
The distribu tions of turbulence level along the ?xis 
and in sections normal to it are also g iven in these fig-
ures. Unfortuna.tely i sL1ce the transverse measurements 
have been made i~ only the central part of the jet, a 
complete picture cann ot be got t en from them. 
DI SUU S sr ON' OF RE SUL'r s 
Veloc i ty and Temperature 
Asymmetry in the velocity profiles becomes appreci-
able at an axial distance of about 4 diameters, and ap-
pears even sooner ln the temperature curves. The nature 
of the velocity asymmetry, a hi gh region on the left side 
of the axis for ~- < 0.4, 
Um 
seems to indicate that the 
flow condition actually existed f due perhaps to external 
disturbance or to misalinement of the nozzle relative to 
its circular duct. On the other hands the temperature 
a symmet ry cons i st E· of an appar ent change in the z er 0-
ordinate level b e tween opposite sides of the jet, and it 
appears more likely that this is due to the method of 
measu r ement than that it i8 representative of a true con-
dition of the j8t . 
One of the Ln Joretical boundary conditions for this 
jet pr-oblem is ~ p recisely satisfied: The temperat u re 
profile at the wi ~ mouth deviates appreciably from a rec-
tangular shape _ , spite of the ducting system fo], heating 
the walls of the channel leading to the nozzle. Even so, 
this temperature profile represented a considerable im-
provement over that existing in the jet emerging from the 
uooden convergent nozzle with ~hich these experiments 
~ere first tried. 
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It has not been determined ~hether the natUY9 of the 
deviation from this particular boundary conditio n has any 
app·reciablo effect .on the d.ifference :in t he relation of 
the velocit y and temuerature ~rofiles in the two regio n s 
of the jet s eparate d b~ t he sBction at an a~ial dista nce 
of about? diame t ers from the mouth . For x < 7d, th e 
curve of T is lO',rer- than U 
Tm Um 
in the central part . of 
th~ jet) while .for x > 7d the tempe~atur~ is every~her9 
h i gh er. It is po ssible t ~at the existence of a defi n ite 
t emperature g radient in the main body of th e je t at x 
wh ere there is no corresponding velocity g radient , has 
accentuated the condition. 
It seems probable, however, th a t this change in r el-
ative s hapes of the ve loci t y and tem~eratur e ~rofi les js 
o 
a true charFcteristic of a heated jet. In th e region up-
stream of the potential cone the flow may be approxim3ted 
by the two-dimen sional case of the single mixing region 
between a g~~.i.=.:L!!fi: !2:i:!~ moving body of heat ed air and a 
§§~i=l~fiBil~ body of stationary coole r air. ·In this ca se 
it seems evident that, if the effective heat-transfer 
coefficient is assume d greater than the effective shear 
coefficient, the di~ e n sionl e ss plots of temp erature a~d. 
velocity across a section normal to the flow· (i. e. , curves 
of U/Um and TjTm a ga inst the s am e abscissa r / ro ) 
w±llfshew temperature lower than v elocity in the regio n 
of hi ghe r values of the t wo variables; conversely, they 
will show t e mp erature higher than velocity in the re ~ ion 
of lower valu es. For the fully developed jet with axial 
symmetry it is obvious that he same assumption of heat -
transf e r coeffici en t g reater thqn she~r coeff icient leads 
to ~im~n~iQnlQ~~ tCIDue r atu re p rofiles everywhere highor 
tha n the corresp ond ing velocity ~rofiles. 
It should ~ L 8 0 b e noted that these velocity an d torr -
perature profile ~ check the m easu~ements of Ruden fairly 
well. 
Turbulence 
The urincipal item of interest c onn e cted with the 
turbulence measurements is the extre~ely rapid sp re a d of 
-------
,-- -
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tu rbulence .into the potential cone. It will be noted 
that the turbulence level on the jet axis begins to rise 
at an axial distance of only 1 diameter from the nozzle 
mouth; while the velocity defect does not reach the axis 
until about 4~ diameters. This result was observed by 
Kuethe and ha~ been recorded in th e I-inch jet described 
later. Its significance with respect to open-throat 
wind tunnels is apparent. 
The ~uantity u'/U loses some of its usefulness 
for high values; so u' /Um has also been plotted for 
each section. The full benefit of plotting either ut/Um 
or u1jU o will become evident in the I-inch jet where 
turbuienco has be en measured out to the edge of the jet. 
II. FINAL MEASUREMEx~S ON A JE _ l -- INCH IN DIAMETER 
EQUIPMENT 
The experimental apparatus employed in this part of 
the work is basically the same as t hat u sed in the pre-
liminary tests, with the following modifications: 
1. A l-inch spun-aluminum converg ent nozzle was sub-
stituted for the 3-inch nozzle. The internal flow-
arrangement was the same, 
2 . 11 wall was· set up in the plane of the jet mouth, 
perpendicul~r to the ·axis, in ord e r to reproduce mo re 
precisely the boundary condition~ assumed in the theories. 
A check run was made without the wall in position, and 
althoug h no app reciabl e difference was found in the flow 
characteristic~ in the "fully do ve loped~ region of the 
jet, it was decided to run with the wall in position. 
3. No photobraphic-recording techni~ue was used for 
any of the qua ntitat i ve measurements, si n ce it was thought 
that some of the asymmetry in the 3-inch jet measurements 
might have been due to lag or permanent set in the moving 
parts of the rec ording system. 
4. Mean speed Nas measu red with a sing le h ot wire 
instead of a total head tu-be. One check run was made with 
a total head tube, and the agreement was satisfactory . 
-~~--~~---~-~---- -- -
·The mean velocity measured by the hot TIire was 
.,---- - ---
JU 2 + V'2 rather than simply Uo Theref,ore the ex-peri-
~ental results have be~n labeled accordingly , with the 
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symbol UR to signify jUz-.+·-yz. Over all but the edge 
of the jet UR :::: U, ;u.d in the con::parison between the-
ory and experi~ental results, U (theoretical) is 
c 0 ITt par e d ';'7 it h U R ( e :i:p e d.:!!l e n tal) . As will be poi n ted 
out later, the large discrepancy between experiment and 
the most satisfactor~t theory (fi g . 30) at the edge of 
the jet is not due to th is comp~rison of different ve-
locity components. 
It should also be remark ed that the turbule~ce c om-
ponent measured by the si ~g le hot wire is t~e 60mponent 
in the direc"Lioll of UR' However, it is e7erywhere 
written merely as u l , si nce L1 the tl1rb"'J.lont core of 
the jet the measured co~ponent of turbulence is probably 
equal to the true axial comp onent eu ) uithin the lim i ts 
of accuracy of the m9~surernents . 
The lateral turbulence level is written as vl/UR 
nlthou gh tho v- mete r was alw ay s set carallel to the jet 
Bxis. However, tests shoc;ved tl1at t :1.e effect of smA.ll 
dovi~tions in alinement of the instruDeLt from t he me ~n 
flow direction UpOL the out p~ t ~as negligible relati ve 
to cxp0rimen t ~ 1 scatter. 
5. 'The later~l .£~rcporJe~ t of tu rb .llence <>.nd the tur-
bulent correl~tio n uv , were ffie? sured ~ it h a bipl~ne x-
type me ter composed of tno platinum wires, each set at 
an angle of about 45 0 to t he mean flow, ~nd ther ef or e 
perpendicular to each other. The wires were etc~ed 
Wollaston, 0.00 02 5 i nch in diameter and aonroximately 4 
mi llineters i~ le ng t ~ . 
6. A Dumont o s cilloscope ~ith 5-inch photographic-
type t ube and a Gene ral Radio hi gh-speed camera were u sed 
to r eco rd the oGc~llo~rams . 
7. The sca lR 0f u l tu rbulence on t he jet axis was 
measured by mou .lng a second h o t-~ ir e carria ge on the 
steel t rav ers l n : ~ r ack . 
--
All ru ~ s ~ ere mad e at a n ozzle ve locit y 
per second, and a maximum te~perature difference of about 
100 C. In order to c h eck the assumpt io n that this temper-
ature difference has no apDreciable effect upon the hy dro-
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dyna~ic jet characteristics, one traverse was repeated 
r/ithout the addition of heat. The UR/Urn and u t fUR 
curves for the two cases checked within the experimental 
scatte r. 
Inclination of the jet axis due to fTee convection 
was neglig ible. 
TESTS AND GENERAL PROCEDURE 
1. Mean velocity, UR: measured with a sing le hot 
wire by either constant current or co n stan t 
resistance ~e thod 
2. Mean temperature, T: measured with a sma ll copper-
co nstantan thermocouple across R wall ga lvo-
n ometer 
3 . Axial turbul ence, u': moasured with a sing le hot 
ni re in t h e conv entionpl manne r 
4 . Radial tu rbule nce , Vi: measured with a biplane 
X-type mete r comp osed of two hot wires the 
out~uts of uhich are subtracted before being 
put into the amplifier 
5 . Do u b 1 e cor reI at ion a tap 0 i n t (t u r b11 len t she a r) , 
uv: neasured with t l1. e sa me meter as v'. The 
outputs of the t u o wires are put through the 
amplifier separately, and the correlation is 
cooputed fro m these results. 
6 . Double correlation of axial turbulence at t;-ro 
eQual-velocity points on opposite sides of the 
axis, ~~~;: measured uith tw o single hot uires . 
In order to g et a measure of the Beale of tUr-
bulence, the ~;~; was measured as a function 
of the distance between the wires. 
7. Oscillog rams of the u-fluctuations rr ere ma de, 
using the single hot ~ ire. The amplifier out-
put 7 as p h otographed from the screen of an 
oscilloscope the sweep of which had been cut 
out. The film motion supplied the co nt inuous 
s\leep. 
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RE SULT S 
Unless specificalJ,y described otherwise, all quanti-
ties plotted in this report are uncorrected for the ef-
fects of turbulence upon the measuring instruments. The 
nature of these correctionR ITill be discussed later. 
Mean Velocity and Temperature 
The measured velocity and temperature distributions 
along the jet axis and at each station are included in 
figures 17 and 22. As has been fCl1nti by Ruden, the tem-
perature spreads at a greater angle than the VGlocity in 
the region of x greater than 8 or 10 diameters. It 
~ill be noted also that at 5 diameterc, the temperatnre 
distribution is narrower than the velocity in the center 
part of the jet, as recorded and discussed in the first 
pe.:rt of the report. l;To detai led measurement s ':lere made 
in the I-inch jet for x less than 5 diameters, but thE 
temperature dist ibution at the nozzle mouth was checked 
as being of the same nature as that in the 3-inch jet. 
The axial distributions show a crossing, or at least 
a COincidence, of the velocity and temperat~re curves at 
large distances from the nozzle, in spite of the fact that 
the initial drop-off occurs much sooner for the tempera-
ture than for the velocity. 
Tur 'Dulence 
a) ~uIb~l~n~~_l~y~l.- The measured local turb~lence 
level u'/UR as well as the values of ut/Um computed 
from u'/UR and the faired velocity profile, are included 
in figures 18 to 22. Probably the quantity ut/UR loses 
its significance in regions of extremely low velocity like 
the edGe of the ,j et. A bet t er C omp ari son of the turbu-
lence distribut~ ons at successive stations can be gained 
from figure 23 D~8'e ut/U o is nlotted against the radius. 
This clearly Sh 0'~ the radial spread of the fluctuating 
energy (roally , t'le square root of the energy) as the flow 
travels in the , l.al direction. 
The only measurement of the radial turbulence compo-
nent v tis compared in figure 24 wi th the u I at the 
sam est at ion. 
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b) .QQ.!:l'_~l~ t i 0 .!L.Q~~J'L~~JL~_~lQgjJ.y.~~12. 0 n ~!±i sat .. .l.Q..El 
'§'§:!'QL12. oini.- The corr e lation and the correlation coeffi-
cient are given in fi bure 25. The coefficient is defined 
by 
uv 
U ly' 
the turbulent shear iS I of cou rse, 
T = -p Uy 
an d ~ ill be discussed in the next section. 
Th e tremendous scatter in RUY in the outer annulus 
of the jet, as well as the sharp decrease i n both Ruv 
an d uv toward this region, seem to indicate a deviation 
f rore th e t rue turbu lent state, a hypothesis which receives 
e spe cia l support from the oscil lograms of the velocity 
fluctuations. 
c ) Q.QKK~1.Q.t.1Q1L.Q~.t.y.r.~~ IL.Y:~1.Qf..1.t.Y_.Q.Qm'R Qn~n.t.'§_Q!-._Q1f.f~K­
~ni_RQ1ni.§ . - Figure 2 6 is the ene me3 su red distr i bution of 
Ru bet ~ een points symmetric a l about the jet axis. This 
c orrelation coefficient is defined by 
An important result sho77n by this curve is that there is 
no whipping of the jet as a whole; whipping could result 
from a g eneral instabilit y of the s y s t em . If such a con-
dition existed, the correlation would not go to zero with 
increasi ng r, but would increase negatively. 
d ) ~~~~~~~ra~~. - The series of oscillo g rarus in fig-
ure 27 indicates a definite deviation from the fully tur-
bul e nt r eg i me toward t he edge of the jet. A completely 
turbulent c ore exists out to approximately r o ' the 
radius at which the mean velocity is one-half the ma ximum 
ruean v elocit y at the section, which is, of course, on the 
jet 9xis. 
F i gu re 28 shows tte type of r egular fluctuations first 
ob served in a j -i nch jet by Thie le in 194 0 . These a re 
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oscillograms of the u-fluctuations in the l-inch jet at 
an a x ial distance of 2 diameter s. The bottom ~art ib a 
200 c yc le-pe r-second t im ing wave, which ap~~ ies to b ot h 
figu res . - 27~addG28; f i gu re 28 a was recorded on the a xis 
in the potential cone a nd figure 28b wa s recorded at a 
radiuE equal to the r adius of the noz z le mouth. This is 
approxim&tely the in ne r edge of the free boundary laye r . 
The laye r is evidently turbulent, Or the regular waves 
would conti nue t b rou gh it . 
THE OEET I CAL AJJAI,Y SE S 
Velocity 
For a free jet of t h is type the usua l tu r~u l ent 
boundary laye r assumptions are applied to t he genera l 
Navier-Stokes equation. The simplified equat ion must ba 
solved wi th the bounda ry c onditions V = 0 and 
aU = 0 
or 
at r = 0 (O !l the axis) . Al so the velociti es 
and t h eir derivatives mu st v an i s h as r bec omes inf init e. 
Since the axial p r e ss u r e gra di ent is neglected, the rate 
of flow ofaxia~ momentum ac ross al l s 0c tio n s is the same: 
co 
2TT p,! U2 r dr 
o 
const an t 
Since viscosity is ne b lect e d, 
T - p uv 
a) M~~~A~~~_lI~B~i~x_l»~~IY .- The assump ti on that 
momentum is the tran spo rta b le quanti ty ~ith a mechanirm 
analo gou s to t h e k inetic t h eory of ga ses leads to 
T - _ P lv oU 
or 
which g ives the ~quation of motion~ 
u oU + V ~ U = 
ox or 
1 a 
r or C-- au) ~v r -or 
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Prandtl further suggested the assumption of 
or, since aU 
or 
is intrinsically ne g a t ive in an axia l ly 
s ymmetrical jet, r ~~l' I d r v == - L This leads to 
''' aUl (a~ T = P ~ 2 L 
ad . or ' 
and the equation of rr- otion may be 
written 
U aU + v aU 1 a r L2 r [ £~q (£~ ] ' == 
ax ar r a r L or_ , o r) 
or 
u aU + v Qg = 1 ..9_ [12 r (~~)2J 
a x Or r or 
Tollmien assumes si mi l arity at d ifferent s e~ ti o ns 
of t h e jet and assumes that 1 is c onst an t across any 
section and proportional to the radii ro of the sec-
tion s . Having found experiment lly that ro - x , h e 
as sume s L == cx. 
b) MQ.9:.if.i~~_'yQ.rii&.iiY_i.r.§JH~f~.r_i he Q.rY. - T ay lor 
assumes t h at vortici ty is the transportable quant it y a nd 
is carried unchanged from one l ay er of fl u id to ano t her. 
This. with the assumption of isotropy of tu. rbu l ence) 
y ields the equation of mot i on 
:2 
U aU + v aU (~~ + ~ ~~) == ~ v 
aX o r o r2 r C r 
2 r ~¥l Assumin g wi th Prandtl that tv = 1 H o>1art h and 
T o::;} o t ika have 
u aU + v a U == 
ox or 
and they also assume 1 == cx . 
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c) A third ~pproach to the calculation of the ve~oc­
itieG in turbulent flow was presented b y P. Y. Chou. 
The equatio n s a r e obt a ined by constructing correlation 
functions fro m the equation5 of turbu lent fluctu?tions. 
In the apulication of thi s theory t o the jet, Lin 
ha s e~ploy ed, in addIti on to the bo~nQary layer appr oxi-
rr.at io ns : 
1. Th e assumptio::-! of .echanieal similarity of !!lean 
quantities ex tended to include all ~he double 
fan d triple) correlations 
2 . Certain co n sidera t ions based upon si~ il a rity of 
fluctuations, a nd the microscale of t u rbulence 
3. The assumption that the triple correlations of 
the turbuler,t fl1. .ctuatl0n \Thich vanish at the 
center of the j et are ne g li g ible throug~out 
the jet 
These a s sump tions r es-~lt in an e xpression f o r t il e 
shear \Thich is identical to the forx sugg ested by Von 
Karman in 1937 : 
T = 
oU 
or 
In addition, Lin assum es 
8"" 
4 . T hat van d '" are con s tan t . T his f i ~l A 1 
assumption amounts to a con s tant shear coef-
ficient , ~ an d tho form of the soluti o n is t he 
s a me as that for a laminar jet: 
*Since the wrltlng of t~is rep ort, cop ies of two new 
theor8tical p~pers on the problem of free t u rbulence hav e 
been received. Both authors adv ocate the assumption of 
a constant shear c oefficient for the c alculation of the 
f101'l in a free je t . 'The pape rs are: 
Prandtl , L : 
Turbule d!: . 
Bemerkung zur Th eorie d er freien 
Z.f.a.M,M., vol. 22 , Oct. 1942. 
Gortler, H. ; Berechnun g von Aufgaben der freien 
Turbulenz auf Grund eines neuen Niherungsansatzes. 
I 
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1 
= ----------
where 
~ _ r 
x 
Temperature 
"ith the usual boundary lay er approximation~, the 
equation for the te~~crature T is 
OX ar 
O:T ) r --
or 
u aT + v aT = 1 0 
The SRme gene ral bou~dary conditi on s apply to t he temuer-
ature as were applied to velocity. 
a) Momentum trans fer the or~. - Since the above equa-
t ion i n -T--i;-the-;~me-~;t'he- aqua t i on of n: ot i on ( i n U) 
corresponding to the momentum transfe r theory , it follows 
that the temperature distributio n is the same as the 
ve loc ity distribution. 
b) ~.2 ~i.fj..~9:_~.2£~i.9.i.~l_ t .r§:E~fQ£_~~~.2E.;Y: ' - The pre vi 011 sly 
obt a ine d solutio s for U aLd V are put int o the t em-
pe ra tl re equat ion, along with the ass1mpt io n t hat 
as before . 
:2 aU LV = -cx 
or 
1'11 i 5 l e a d s t 0 a sol uti 0 n for T ,I T mas an e xp 0 n en t i a 1 
fu nct io n which co nver ge s much mor e rapidly than the veloc-
i ty U j Um' 
c) In solving for the temperature distribution, Lin 
u ses a c on s tant coefficient of t he r mal diffusion , analogous 
to the use of a con st an t shear coefficient. This leads to 
a powe r law r e la tion ship bet ween the velocity and tempera-
ture distribution, which is writte n 
T 
1 If. a 
where f.a is not given by the theory bvt must be deter-
min ed e xperiment a lly . 
• 
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:Or SCU SSl ON 0]1\ RE SULT S 
The Nature of the Flow 
, Figure 27 is ,a series of oscillo:§;l" ams of the axial 
velccity fJ,l i, ctua t ions at variou6 radial positions on a 
section 20 diB~oters from the n0z~le mouth . This series 
s h ows that the flo w in a 'Iturbulent jet ll is full y tur-bu-
lent only ou t t o ep~~uximately r = ~o' For r > r o , 
there exists fir st an ar,nlllar IItransi ti on region ll in 
which the flow alternates betw e en the tU rbu l ent and the 
laminar re gi~es . T~e fraction of the total time during 
which the turbulent s tate prev9.11s decre~ses as the 
radial dis tance is increased. T ~ en, near th e edge of 
the jet and extending to zero veloGity is ' what might be 
termed. the annular IIl a mina r collar. II Of cou rse. this 
laminar collar differs fro D ' the usual concep t of a lam-
inar boundary layer or a laminar sublayer i n ,a turbulent 
boundary layer next to a wal l; the di ffe rence is that 
there exists a n appreciable radi al (V) comp onent i n the 
mean velocity. The disappearance, h owever, of ~~-corre­
lation towa rd the edge of the jet can b e t ak en as a clear 
indi6ation that the momentum transfer he re is essent ial ly 
lami nar. 
The c au se of the det e rioration of the turbulent flow 
toward the edge of the jet is not i mme diately apparent , 
since there is no solid wall to damp out the v-fluctuat io ns 
as in the conventional turbulent boundary layer. 
, The similarity between this entire flow condition and 
the history in the mean flow direc t io n of the flow in the 
boundar y layer along a "all is striki ng . The principal 
difference is that the sequen ce of flow re gimes extends in 
a airection perpendicular to ' th e mean flow, uh ile in the 
latte r case it extends in the mean flow direction. The 
os~illograro s of the jet-transition r eg ion are identic a l 
with some of the oscillograms of the transition from a 
laminar to a turbulent boundary layer. 
A more si gn ificant aspect of the verifi~ation of this 
flow pattern in the turbul~rit jet is that this may present 
an ' insi ght into the nature of ~~e flou in a fully developed 
turbulent boundary layer next to a solid wall. I t is uel l 
known t hat a thin laminar sublayer exists immediate l y ad-
jacent to the solid boundary, and that th ere is no sharp 
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point of d emarcatio n , but a n8rrow region of transition . 
The flow in this re g ion is probably of the same nature 
a s the flow in the a nnul a r t r ansition region of the 
turbulent jet . 
It ~ill be noted that the ge n eral loc ati on of the 
transition region in the je t is more or l e ss the same as 
the loc a tion of the ma xi mum s of the ut/UR cu rv e s at 
all sections (see figs. 18 to 22), This may mean that a 
part of th e IIt u rbul e nce il is due not to the usual turb"l.l-
lent v e locity fluctuations, but to actual difference s in 
t he l oc a l mea n veloci ty at a point, as the fl ow oscillates 
b et~e en the turbulent and the l aminar states. This ex-
planation was first g iven by Liepmann in connecti on with 
the studies re~orted in re fe re nce 1 ; to explain the high 
app a rent t u rbulence lev e l in tho transition r egion of a 
boundary laye r ad jace nt to a solid wall. It should, 
however, be recorded that n o defi nite one-sided turbulent 
bu rsts on the oscillogram wer e seen in the case of the 
jet. 
Comparison between Theory and Expe riment 
a) Veloc it y. - On f i gures 29, 30 , and 31 are plotted 
the r esu lts of the thr ee theories bri e fly discussed and 
the experimentally obse rv ed po in ts . For pu r poses of co m-
par ison, the theories and e xperiment have all been matched 
at r = roo This s eem s to be an espe ci a ll y suitabl e method 
in v i ew of tho fac t t hat this r adius is approximately the 
bo und a r y of the co mp l e t e ly turbulent jet core. 
In inspe c ting the se figures, it must be r emembe r e d 
that th e expe rimenta l p oints have not b oen corrocted for 
the eff e ct of tuibul e nce upon th e hot wi r e. This correc -
tion would appreciably decr Ga s e the measured veloc ity 
eve rY \\l'here but near the axis. Qualitatively , su ch a cor-
r e cti on , f oll owed by proper r ef it ting of the expe rimental 
points at r = r o ' wou ld p ri ma r ily wi den the p rofile 
peak . Since th e problem of correcting hot - wir o measure -
ments for the effe ct of very high turbulence levels 
(ul/U above abou t 20 pe rc ent) is sti ll under considera-
tion at the GALC IT, the results ar e presented as observed 
and wit hout corr e c t ion. The qu e stion of tu r bulence cor-
r e ctions is takGn up briefly in appendix II. 
j 
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• , It should be ment i oned also that the mean speed s at 
statiops , ~O, 29~ and 40, ~ere measured by the constant- , 
curre.1l.t rr,ethod\ In this method, the " valnes at 'extremely 
low speeds are" too high because of con'v8ctioh c'oDling, " 
71hon sufficient current is us(;d to give' rea'so 'nable :5e'n 'si-
tivity at the higher speeds. The ' con~tant-~esistance 
(and, therefore, constant-sensitivity) method is much 
mo re satisfactory when a ~ide velocity range is to be 
covered, and was employed at stations 5 and 30. The ob-
servations by the two methods diverge perceutibly only 
at the extreme edge of the jet. In figure 30 the scatter 
everywhere but at the extreme edges is ordinary experi-
mental scatter. 
As mentioned before, similarity in the velocity 
profile is reached at about x = 10 diameters . 
Since the three theoretical analyses assume a tur-
bulent state across the full width of the jet, the d~gree , 
of a g reement between theory and ej~e r iment in the region 
for r > r o is evidently of secondary importance. In-
spection of the (theoretically) significant rei{on ' of 
r < ro indicates a satisfactory check bet~eeti the ob~ 
served points and the cur ve based upon a constant shear 
coefficient. It is obvious that the large discr'epancy . 
i~ the outer part of the jet between experiment and co n~ 
s tant shear coefficient theory canno t be due to the ,method 
of ' vel?city measurement (hot .. ,w ire measures UR instead 
of U); correcting the experimental uoints to be U tn~. 
stead of UR ~ould increase the discrepancy; 
The physiyal r~quirements of constant flux ~f momen-
tum across all sections of the 3et pl~s the usual assu~PT 
tion of velocitY-iJrofile similarij; y' lead tD the requirement 
of a hyperbolic decrease in the mean speed along the jet 
axis. , A p1.'ot of ,the axia l ' ve~ocity distri'but io n on loga-
rithmic cross-sec,ti'on pauer (f 'ig. 35) shows ·t'hat t 'hede-
crease approximate~ a nea rly hyperb~l 'ic po~er law f~om ID 
to 30 diameters, but deviates markedly ~t g reater distance8. 
This deviation may indi~ate either ~hat the veloci~y d e~ 
crease does not follo~ a s imple pb~er law or that extarnal 
disturbances have be gun to be felt. A chec k run of the 
axial velocity distribution for Uo more than t~ice as 
large as used in all these measurements gav ~ an ' identicsl 
deviation from the hype r bolic distribution. From the ex-
perimental setup it appears unlikely that exte r na l 
disturbances would be felt befo r e x = 50 diRmeters. If, 
then, it is assumed that external effects are negligible, ' 
this devi·ation . seems to deny the existence of exact simi-
larity. since the constant flux of momentum is a sim~le 
physical requirement. The only remaining p6ssibility is 
that ihe axial pressure gTadient cannot be neglected. ' 
The similarity property, however, of the jet as rep-
resented by a linear increase in the width of the velocity 
profiles with ~ownstream distance is well checked out to 
x = 40 diameters 1n figure 36. Surprisingly, the line 
passes ,very nearly through the nozzle mouth when extrap.o- ' 
lated to zero jet width. 
All the theoretical analyses assume mixing length 
increasing line ar~y with axial distance: t = cx. A , cal~ 
culation of c at x = 20 diameters, bRsed on the momen- ' 
tum transfe r theory leads to c = 0.0166. Tollmien gives 
a value of 0.0158 ~ 
b) Temp era t u r e . '- Sin c eLi n I san a 1 y sis doe s not e x ~ 
plicitly ' give-th~''' t-emperRture profile as R function of ' 
the velocity profile, but leaves one constant to b~ deter-
mined by experiment, only the results of the othet ' two 
theories have been plotted in figures 32 ,. 33, ' Rnd 34 fo~ 
compRrison with the experimental results. 
In spite of the consider~b l e scatter, it · is evident 
thRt theoretical Rnd experimentRl ' temperRture 'distribu-
tions do not agree if th~ velocity distributions are· 
mA.tched A.t r = roo If, on the other hRnd , the :te mperA.-
tures were fitted at the rRdius where T = 1/2 Tm, th~n 
the experimental and theoreticA.l velooity profiles would 
exhibit A, wide diverge,nce; while the temperatures would 
check reRsonably well . 
Since there is no method of determining which fit-
ting procedure is more neRrly correcYt the 6nly permissi-
ble conclusion is thRt ,none of, the existing theori.es 
gives R satisfRctory ,quantitative ~elBtionship between 
the spread , of v~locity and the spread of temperA.ture in 
A. turbulent heated jet . ' . 
It would seem that · a better understanding of the 
basic relation between the mechanisms of the diffusion 
of velocity and temperature could be gotten by measure-
ments of the temperature fluctua t ion (t l , say, and 
perhaps tlta correlations) and by the comparison of 
these measurements with the corresponding kinematic 
quantities. 
It should be noticed (fig. 35) that the axi·a1 tem-
perature distribution is approximately hyperbolic in 
form and that the temperature jet-width (fig. 36) in-
creases very nearly linearly with axial distarce. A 
glance at figure 22 or 34 will show that the point st 
46 diameters is extrem31y unreliable. 
Tu.rbulence 
The quantity ul/UR can scrarcely be useful in a 
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flow where instantaneous values of u 
than UR' This is certainly the case 
are often greater 
at the edge of the 
jetl and therefore it ·was felt that a 
quantity ul/Um proportional to u t , 
dimensionless 
ulottBd as a func-
tion of radiUS, would give a more uieful picture of the 
velocity fluctuacions in the jet. Further, when the 
turbulence distributio~s at various axial positions are 
to be compared, the quantit~ uljU o is plotted (fig . 23). 
It can be seen from figure 23 that the local minimum 
at tbe center of the turbulence districutions does not 
disappear -before an axial distance of about 20 dia.meters. 
Thus, althou gh similarity of velocity profiles is effec-
tively reached at 8 or 10 dia~etGrs, real kinematid simi-
larity is not reached until about 20 diameters. 
It is also interesting to note that the local maxi-
mums in the curves for x ~ 20 diameters remain at about 
the same radius inde,endent of axial· position and that 
this radius is approximately the nozzle mOlth ra.dius, Of 
course, the rather arbitrary curve fairing deter~ines the 
exact location of t~l e peaks. However, this l'latte r is re-
lated to th E; problem of the ev"olution frOi·, a rectangula r 
velocity profile with very low turbulence to the fully 
developed turbuler..t ,jet, i7hi ch still awa its an , dequ ate 
basic experimental i_vestigation. 
The axial distribution of ul/U O is plotted on fi g -
Ure 35, and although a strai~ht line has been draw n ter-
tatively through three points, the points do not indicate 
a simple power la',v. 
j 
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As mentioned previously, the curves of figure 23 
give a clear pictu;e of the sn~ead of th e turbulent 
- . 
kinetic energy . Of course, there is a continuous, ge ner-
at ion of tur bul ent kine tic energy from the ki net ic energ'y 
of the mean flow. A quantitative uicture of the kinetic 
energy history of the jet is go tten by integrating the 
squares of the velocity profiles and the squares of the . 
curves on figure 23. The turbulent kine tic energy in 
the lateral fluctuations ,( v) is gotten froE the VI di~­
tribution measured at x = 20 diameters. It has then 
been assumed that at all the other stations the v-energy 
is in the same ratio to the u - energy as at 20 diameters . 
Also, the total w-energy at a section is taken as equal 
to the v-energy for the purpose of this calculation. 
- The results are plotted on figu re 37. The total 
kinet ic energy ET and the kinetic energy of the mean 
flow EM crossing a sectlon in unit time are plotted 
against axial positi~n . The dif ference between the se 
two curves is the kinetic energy of the turbulent fluc-
tuations E ' . The third curve gives the fraction of the 
total kinetic energy that consists of turbul~nt energ~, 
at a ·section . This curve seems to approach a constant 
value approximately where the ' jet ac~ieves complete 
simi 'larity. At large axial distances, however, it ap-
parently begins to drop off. It is possible that this 
is merely experimental scatter. The deviation at x = 40 
diameters is also clearly visible on figu re 38,~hich is 
a log&rithmic plot of the total, the mean flow,and the 
turbulent kinetic energies. 
Shear 
The turbulent shear is proportional to the uv cor-
relation at a point, ':vhich is plotted in dimensionless 
form at the bot t orr., , of figure 25 . From this it is ' seen 
that the turbulent s hea r-dr6ps off more rapidly along a 
radial line than does the mesh veloci ty . The ratio of 
turbulent shear to laminar shear is of more practical 
significance , ~nd this is plottred on figrire 39. In the 
computation of the la~inar shear the velocity profile 
dlopes have been determined graphically so that a sizable 
probable error has be en i nt roduc ed, -r?ar ticularl~ near the 
center of thE: jet . In r'act, it is possib le that the max-
imum located off the axis is merely due to scatter. 
From figure 39 it c~n be seen th~t in the rRdiRl 
direction the turbulent and lRminar she~rs reRch the 
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same order of m~gnitude before the meR n velocity re~ches 
zero; This is one of the indic~tions thRt the flow is 
n~t completely turbulent out to the edge of the jet. The 
correl~tion coefficient Ruv 9 plotted on figure 25e 
reaches R mRximum vRlue of Rbout 0~42. WRttendorf's 
max i mum of 0.33 and Reich~rdtls m~ximum of 0.24, both 
computed by VO.p:_}.:A.I-mA.n (referencell) for pipe flow, ~re 
v A.l u_.~ 9.iu v / u '2 ins teA- d 0 f .;;-:.;. / U f V ~ • The m A- xi mum v 1'3.1 u e 
of uv/u'2 at this cross section in the jet is 0,34. 
The extreme scatter near the edge of the jet appar-
ently is due to the fact thRt in this region one factor 
in the c ~lculRtion of Ruv is a small difference between 
large qu~ntities e~ch of which al r eady h~s the normal 
~m ount of experimental sCRtter. This excessive scatte r 
may be tA-ken also A-S an indiCA-tion th~t the flow in this 
region is not continuously turbulent. The dotted part 
of the curve has no significRnce Rnd is put in only for 
completeness. 
Mr, Lin has given a method of calculating the total 
shear at a section from the velocity profile. The method 
is presented in ~ppendix I: and a comparison betwe en the 
total shear computed in this way Rnd the experimentally 
determined shear is given in figure 40. For the l~tter, 
only the turbulent shear need be plotted, since the lRm-
in~r component is negligible in the range for which the 
points are given. The curves agree very wall in sh~pe, 
although the reason for the discrep~ncy in magnitude 
toward the edge of the jet is not evident. 
It is worth remarking here that the radial mixing-
length distribution, computed from the me~sured turbulent 
shear 1y the assumptions of the momentum trRnsfer theory, 
shows R maximum deviation of only ±25 percent from the 
average value for the range 0.2 ro < r < 1.8 roo The 
curve is plotted in figure 41. · As in the CASe of figu re 
39 , the ~pp~rently complex n a ture of the curve, with two 
extremes on one side of the axis, m~y be due to the 
method of obt~ining the results~ which includes ~ ~raph­
ical determin~tion of the velocity profile slopes . 
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Scale of Turbulence 
The measur9ment of the u1ua/u2 correlation-coef-
ficient curve, symmetrical about the jet axis at 2P 
diameters (fig. 26), served a double pur-pose. First, it 
gave the scale of turbule nce at a I1pointil in the . je t . 
Seciond, it showed that there existed no instability of 
the ,jet as a whole , such as would callse whipping and 
thereforea'll a<idit"ro.rt.al negative correlation between 
points on opposite sides of the jet. 
C ONCLU sr ONS 
1. In a fully d.eveloped turbulent jet with axial 
symmetry , a completely turbulent flo~ exists only in the 
'core region out to the ra dius at which the velocit y is 
about one-half the maximum vel ocity at the cross section. 
Outside of this core is a ~ide annular transition region, 
' a~d from the outsido of that to the edge of the jet the 
flow is in the nature of a laminar collar. 
2. In a turbulent hea ted jet the temperature diffuses 
more rapidly than the velocity, as also has been recorded 
in all pre~iously pub lished results. 
3. None of the existing tu r bulence theories gives a 
satisfactory quantitative relationship between the spread 
of vel ocit y and the spread of tem~erature. 
4. If theoretical and experimental velocity profiles 
are matched at the radiu~ where the velocity has one-half 
its max imum value at the section, the theoretical cu rve 
'resulting from the assu~ption of 'a constant effective 
shear coeffictent give s the best agreement \7ith experiment 
over the fully turbulent core of the jet , ~hich is the 
onl~T region \7here turbulence theories may be expected to 
app ly.· 
5. Reasonabl y go od similar it y of velocity and turbu-
lence profiles in an axiaJly symmetrical jet is not 
reached until an axial di~tanco of at least 20 diameters 
where the profile 'of turbulence u'/Um loses its local 
minimum on the jet axis. 
The non-hyparb61ic nature of the axial velocity dis-
tribution, however , indicates the possibilit y that even 
then the similarity is only approximate. 
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6. In a heated axially symmetrical jet, the di men-
sionl e ss temp e rat ure dist ri bution across a sec tion near 
the orifice is narrower a t the top and wide r at the bot-
tom than the corresponding dimensionless v elocit y 
dis t r i bu t ion . At 1 a 1: f: e a x i a 1 dis 1 a. n G e s, the temp era t u r e 
profi le is everyw~~re wider than t~e velocjt y . The com-
mon bounda r y of t~ese two rag lons is at n n axial dist ance 
of about 7 orific e diameter s. 
This che~ks the k~own result that the e ffec tive 
heat-transfe .l" coef."ficient is cr eate r t han the effective-
shear ~oeffi cient . 
Cali fo=nia Institute of T e chnol ogy , 
Pasadena, Cal :. f. ) .j'1.l.n e J. ~43 
APPENDIX I 
UALC ULATION OF SHEAR DI &T RIBU~' I C:J .E'"ROM VEL OCI TY PROFILE 
Co n sider the IIbo-u.ndary-Jayer ferm n of th e Navi er-
Stokes equa tion in cylindri ch] ~o0rd~na tes: 
U aU + v Q:c.! _ 
a x or 
1 .9_ (r T ) 
,J '" en 
(1) 
The equa tion is tran sform8d ~n t~e conventiona l 
fashion, by &ssumi ng similq i l~J . changing to an independ-
r ent variable il:::- -, and takin~ a s t ream fun ction in the 
x 
form 'l' :::: A 'C ]' ( , 1) , w 11 ere A is a constant. The velocity 
components £.:re tl·.en 
U = 1 ~ AF t 
r or xn 
(2) 
1 ,}!J ~ {F.t ';;' ~} V = = .... r OX T/ 
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~Jext, an expr e s s i on for- t he shear is as sumed: 
n-l T=Epx f(1')) ( 3 ) 
Su b s tit uti ng equations (2) and (3 ) i nt 0 ( 1 ) and 
simpl ifying the resulting equat ion give s 
A2 {- ]'12 F d (Fl\} nE n-11! d ( 1')f) (4 ) -- -- ~;) . = X 3 1') 2 dT! T! dn x 'fl 
an d now n = -1 iE chosen so t~at x dis app ears from 
the equation , and the similarit y requirement is satisfied . 
Combining the two terws on the left side, and mul tip lying 
through the equation oy n: 
which i mm edi a tely in t e g rates as 
f = (5) 
whe re the constant of inte grati on is z e ro . 
This g ives t he shear in sim~le st f orm ! 
although for calculation purposes, 
is 
a mo r e co nvenient form 
T 
= 
p 
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R~NARKS on THE CORE.ECTION OF HOT·--~fIRE H&l.SUREMENTS 
lOR THE EFFECT OF TliRBU~~NCE 
If U is definod as the true mean velocity (neglect-
ing V and W) , u , v, and w as the instantaneous 
components of the fluctuation velocity and q as tho 
total velocity at any instant , then 
q = 
r- ---.--------------
J (U -l- u) 2 + v 2 + W 2 (l) 
In using the hot wire as a ean-speed measurin e devic e 
it is desirable to know V, but the hot wire actually 
ITeasureS q, and when the turbulenc o level is suffi-
ciently high some co~rection must b e appli e d. 
The relationship between ~ and U may be obtained 
by W:' it ing 
(2 ) 
or , by letting 
2 2 
V + VI = (ex. - 1) 
and expand~ng the ratical out to te~ms in {~)4 
' \ U 
since u = O. 
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This expRnsion converges only for 
l 2 ~ + a ()!Y 1" ~ 1 U u .J 
If equation ( 3 ) is r ewri t ten in the form 
(a. 1) 
an expansion converg e nt for 
I (a. - 1) / ~ V2 .. a ( - .-~-- 1 < 1 
1 + ~ ! 
j ~ .-. 
can be obtained. 
It must be re membe red that u/U is R fluctu Rting 
qURntity with a distribution prob a bly similar to the 
GaussiRn and symmetricRl about zero. This means t ha t the 
convergence requirements must be met by the main body of 
the distribution, if not by the edges. 
The principal difficulty with such a theor e tic a l cor-
rection is that tho values of \ are unknown for the ~/U_\n U/ 
int e g e r (n) > 2. Therefore, the expansion c.''l.nnot be 
computed to Bny desired accur a cy . If all power s of u/U 
highe r than the second Bre omitted? the expansions of 
equRtions (3) and (5) give the same result. If, then i it 
is assumed that a. = 2 
U = 
q ( 6 ) 
1 + 2 (~)2 
U / 
which is plotted in figure ~2. This must be co ~ sidered 
as a qualitative rather than a quant~tative correction. 
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,A similar attack on the problem of correcti n g hot-
wire turbulence- level readings for the effect o~ the tur-
bulence upon the instrume n t meet~ ~i~h evon greater 
difficult ies. Thus. it would appear that an experimental 
approach to Doth problems wou ld be , more fruitful, 
Up to the present time, no measurements have been 
made at the GALCIT to determine the effect of turbulencd 
upon mean-speed readings, but some prel i~ inary measure-
ments have been carried out on tte effe~t of turbule n ce 
up on h ot-wire readi n gs of the turbulenc e. 
The procedure ~as to vibrate a hot wire sinusoidally 
i n the flow direction of a relatively lo~-turbulence , air 
stream. The vibrating dev ice ~as the GA10I~ Vibrator, 
constructed by F . Knoblock and C. Thiele i~ 1937 for the 
purpose of determinL.g hot-rr ire time-constants to permit 
proper con pensation for thermal lag . The hot-7ire circuit 
was properly compensated a~d the true turbulence level 
determined by ~e&SUreLent of the amplitude and freq u ency 
of the oscillation and the speed of the air stream . 
A comparison between the true and th e measu red t ur-
bulence levels is given in fi gure 43' for the s am e ho t 
wire and three different speeds. It is su rprisi n g to 
notice that the curve is concavo upward for a range, be-
fore the hlain dro!l-off begins. The ap'preciable deviation 
of the poir:ts at the highest speed i ndicates that the 
curve may be dependent u!l0n the sensitivity or the temper-
ature of the hot wire; and, of course, the applied , com-
pensation for thermal lag ~as correct only for relatively 
low turbulence levels. 
It is hoped that tests ma y be ma4e in th c near futUro 
to determine: tho e:fects of high turbu'lence upon the read-
ings of both mean velocity and turbulence level with the 
hot-wire anemometer. 
J 
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